
Full-Time MBA
Informed by numbers, 
driven by principle.

At the intersection of numbers and values, we  
challenge you to do more—to look beyond the  
bottom line and make thoughtful choices that  
benefit business and society. 

Through our rigorous, around-the-world MBA  
curriculum, you’ll develop the global fluency and  
entrepreneurial mindset necessary to be the kind  
of leader who will change the world, for good. 

314-935-7301  |  OlinGradAdmissions@wustl.edu  |  olin.wustl.edu/mba

Consulting, entrepreneurship, finance, marketing, 
operations and supply chain management

67 credit 
hours 

December/early graduation

Dual degree (earn MBA and 
specialized master’s)

Potential  
program options

2-year  
program

STEM option

total tuition  

$128,500 
(2022)

average
 median salary

$118,000 

(2021)

Areas of focus: 

3
global experiences 

on 3 continents   

average salary  
increase post  
graduation168%

merit-based scholarships
All candidates considered for 

(US News, Financial Times  
and The Economist)

Top 30  
MBA program #1

MBA 
Entrepreneurship

Program  
(2019–2023 Poets & Quants)



Contact us.
 
We’re ready to provide  
any help you need.  

314-935-7301
OlinGradAdmissions@wustl.edu 
olin.wustl.edu/mba

1. Online application

2. Resume

3. Transcripts

4. GMAT or GRE test scores  
     (waiver options available)

5. Letter of recommendation

6. Application video

7. Two essays 

Round 1: September 21, 2022

Round 2: November 9, 2022

Round 3: January 11, 2023*

Round 4: March 22, 2023

*Priority international deadline

Requirements

Apply today

Deadlines

Nov 2022

Values Based, Data Driven™

A little more about us

3.4 average  
undergrad GPA

underrepresented  
minorities 
(percentage calculated as a percentage  
of domestic population)

female 
students

years

33%

89

4.2 

670

49% 

47% 

students

average work  
experience

average GMAT

 international 
students

average  
age28

years

—Incoming 2022 Class

With a WashU Olin MBA, you’ll be prepared to tackle the 
greatest challenges of our day, generating solutions forged on 
analytical insights and evaluated through your core principles. 

Confront challenge,  
create change.

With our Values Based, Data  
Driven™ approach, you’ll lead by 
knowing which problems require 
attention and which solutions  
will do the most good.

Your global outlook is anchored  
by three in-depth global  
experiences on three  
continents.

Experiences with real  
organizations facing real 
challenges let you put  
classroom learning into  
practice.

An entrepreneurial spirit will  
be second nature to you and  
a valuable asset in any  
business setting.


